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New Policy Hartford's Mayor Visits Trinity, Discusses Future
Discussed at
Open Forum
MADELIN E BAUM '13
NEWS EDITOR

CAITLIN LOMAZZO '15
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

On Thursday, Oct. 15, the Campus
Climate Advisory Committee led an
open forum discussion in Wean
Terrace Room A about Trinity's new
discrimination and harassment policy
as part of its Participating in
Democracy initiative. It gave the
crowd of about 60 students and faculty
members an opportunity to vocalize
their opinions about the effectiveness
of the revised discrimination and
harassment policy included in Trinity's
2011-2012 hand book. Some of these
revisions originated due to student's
requests.
Last year, after several discrimina tory actions were reported, many
Trinity students voiced a desire to
make the community more inclusive.
The edited policy constitutes a piece of
see CAMPUS on page 9

Freshmen
Concert Draws
Large Crowd

On Thursday, Sept. 15, Hartford
Mayor Pedro Segarra spoke to the Trinity
community about his hopes for the fut ure
of the city and its capacity for change.
Sept. 15 marked the beginning of
National Hispanic Heritage month, and
Segarra's talk was the first of many celebratory events to be held at Trinity.
A day before he spoke, Segarra won
the democratic primaries for the General
Election that will be held on Nov. 8.
Known for being Hartford's second
Puerto Rican mayor, Segarra sets precedence by being Hartford's first openly gay
mayor.
Born in a small village in Puerto Rico,
Segarra moved to the Bronx with his family at the age of seven in search of new
opportunities. Due to his constant exposure to poverty and pressure to join
gangs, Segarra set out at age 15 to find a
new home.
Segarra
ultimately
moved
to
I Hartford, where he has resided ever
since. He received a full scholarship to
the University of Hartford and went on to

see NAMED on page 8

attend graduate school at University of
Connecticut's School of Social Work and
t h en t h e University of Connecticut's
School of Law.
Durin g his days in Law School,
Segarra helped to establish the Latino
Law Student Organization. "I always
had a passion with getting involved with

the commu nity," said Segarra.
He
encouraged students to take part in student organizations, believing today's generation can be a catalyst for change not
only on campus, but in the Hartford community as well.
His passion for serving the community resurfaced in 1991, when he was

COURTESY OF BRIANNA DIAZ
Hartford Mayor Pedro Segarra addressed Trinity students about Hartford's future and Trinity's relationship to the city.

T'rinity to Offer New
Study Abroad Locations

Comedian to
Perform, Raise
Awareness

CHLOE MILLER '14

GREG LE ITAO '12

.ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Last Friday night was the annual
showcase a capella concert in Hamlin
Hall. A yearly tradition, the concert
features two song performances by
each of Trinity's five a capella groups.
Each group introduces themselves and
performs from their repertoire, hoping
to introduce freshmen to Trinity's a
capella world. The concert is always a
staple of back-to-school events and
continued to wow a standing room only
Hamlin Hall this year as well. Each
group held auditions for new singers
and beat-boxers directly following the
concert.
The concert opened with sponta.neous beat boxing by two of Trinity's
Moveable Joints , the improv comedy
group. The Moveable Joints went on
to introduce each a capella act in creative and certainly improvised ways:
with a tuba, clown noses , pie charts
bar graphs and more .
The first group to perform was
Trinity's all-female Quirks, who sang
their classics "Perfect Day" and
"House of the Rising Sun." The Quirks
always have an extremely upbeat
aura, and each member is always smiling. This semester, they lack the highenergy giggles and vocal percussion of

On Thursday, Sept. 29, Trinity
College Best Bu ddies and the Office of
Campus Life will be presenting a free
comedy show in the Washington Room
of Mather Hall. The show will be billed
as Comic Awareness, and will be a part
of the "Best Bu ddies Spread the Word
to End t h e Word" Campaign, which
seeks to raise awareness of the harmful effects of using the word "retard."
Comic Awareness will feature Josh
Blue, winner of the fourth season of
NBC's "Last Comic Standing." Blue
was born in the Republic of Cameroon,
a country in west Central Africa, but
grew up in Saint Paul, Minn. After
graduating from Como Park Senior
High School in 1997, he attended The
Evergreen State College where he
began doing open mic sets.
Blue continued pursuing comedy,
and by 2002 had won the prestigious
Comedy Works New Talent Search contest. He also was the first comedian to
do stand-up on the "Ellen DeGeneres
Show," and has other television credits
including "Live with Regis and Kelly"
and "Comics Unleashed."
Blue has cerebral palsy, and many
of his jokes focus on how he deals and
lives with his disability, and how he is

For those hoping to
study abroad during
the 2012-2013 calendar
year, two new options
are available.
Beginning in the fall of
2012, students can
study abroad in
Shanghai, China.
SLudents may also
study abroad in
Cambodia for a summer program in June
2012.

see STUDY on page 6
see FRESHMAN on page 12

see BEST on page 12
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Staff meetings are held Tuesday nights at 6:00 p.m. in
the Tripod Office in the basement of Jackson. Join us!

Representatives from every section of the Tripod will
be available to discuss article ideas, event info, and
news tips with you. Faculty and staff welcome.
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Tripod Editorial
Meeting the Prerequisites of Maturity
The college experience is
something many of us grow up
looking forward to: romanticized in film and television, it
has become the utopia many
of us dream of. We have come
to look for a lot from this college experience, as many
before us have. We expect to
learn inside of the classroom,
to grow outside of the classroom and to look back on these
years with a sense of pride of
how we have changed, and
what we have done. Yet what
does the college, and the community, expect from us in
return?
Just as certain courses
require a student to have met
certain prerequisites before
entering, it is fair for a college
community to demand those
within it to have done the
same.
How one treats others, how
one acts when alone, what
standards one holds them selves to - these all are things
that are expected to be
learned and mastered by the
time one is of college-age (or,
preferably, far earlier).
These things are require·
ments of maturity, conditions
that must be met before one is

to gain the respect of their
peers.
Unfortunately, it seems
that not all of us at Trinity
have met maturity's prerequisites.
Racism, assault, whatever
it is we are supposed to consider public defecation - these
are things deemed reprehensible not only for a college campus, but also actions that
would be considered shameful
for a member of any community, regardless of age or location.
To continue with this pre·
requisite metaphor, it is rare
to find a student who has
filled no requirements for a
course, but still enrolls and
expects to excel. So the ques·
tion we must all ask ourselves
is this: what makes certain
individuals believe that it is
acceptable for them to act in
ways that are so unbecoming
of our campus?
Surely these people believe
they still can excel without
obeying the prerequisites of
our community, that they will
not be called out on this trans·
gression.
Bill Clinton once said of
our nation that "we will lead

with the power of our example, but be prepared, when
necessary, to make an exam ple of our power."
As the first month of this
semester draws closer to an
end, it seems that the necessity to heed this quote is more
and more pressing. We have
tried in the past to hold rallies
in support of our campus, and
yet things do not seem to
change.
And so, Trinity, I implore
you to make an example of
your power. Do not look the
other way when you see these
requirements being ignored,
take a stand even when it
seems futile.
It is said that "to err is
human," and I cannot think of
a more applicable place for
this quote than a college campus. We are all still young,
and are here to learn from the
mistakes we make. However,
no matter how many mistakes
we may make, let us never
make the mistake of losing
our humanity.
We, as individuals and as
the Trinity community, are
better than that.

-GTL

Safety on Campus Begins with Us
We hear it all the time from
our grandparents and parents
- the world just isn't as safe as
it used to be. Whether or not
our older relatives are viewing
the past through rose-colored
glasses, it is true that we no
longer keep our doors unlocked
or trust just anyone with
young children.
Again,
I'm
not
sure
whether or not this reflects an
increase in crime or an
increase in awareness, para noia or viewings of Law and
Order: Special Victims Unit.
Regardless, the fact remains:
people feel less safe in their
daily lives than a half-century
ago.
While I was going through
the college process, many people warned me of Trinity's
"dangerous" location. They
would tell me the area Trinity
inhabits is crime-ridden and
dangerous. Although Hartford
is far from crime free, so is
every other urban area in the
United States, if not the world.
Rarely, however, do I feel
unsafe in Trinity's neighborhood. I know not to walk alone
in a dark area at 2 a.m., a rule
we should all follow regardless
of where we are living. If you
follow common sense and have
a decent amount of street

smarts, you will be able to pro·
tect yourself in any city.
It was not until somewhat
recently did I realize something disheartening about
safety at Trinity. For the most
part, it is not the neighborhood
but the campus that supports
a feeling of uneasiness.
This
past
week,
an
unknown male Trinity student
pulled a knife on a female stu dent at St. Anthony's Hall
early Friday morning when
she refused to dance with him.
Knowing we could no longer go
out with our friends at night
without wondering if someone
is carrying a concealed weapon
concerned me greatly. How are
we to feel like a connected
community when violence
seems to be a first response in
late night arguments?
Although this appears to
have been an isolated incident,
other acts of hate and anger
have riddled the campus for as
long as I can remember.
Students attacking each other,
either physically or verbally,
because of race, gender and
sexual orientation is not only
unbecoming of a Trinity stu dent but an example of student-on-student crime and
danger.
While walking to class this

morning, I saw a sign taped to
the window of a North Campus
dorm. It read "we all have an
identity" and "we all deserve
to feel safe." I felt ashamed to
know I was part of a campus in
which not all people feel safe
and understood. I can't comprehend how such bigotry and
hatred can exist in 2011 on our
campus. I don't understand
how a college campus, a place
of higher learning and intellec·
tual acceptance, can harbor so
much intolerance and closemindedness.
I wish I had some sort of
definitive answer to this, but I
can't seem to wrap my mind
around the hate.
Placing
human feces outside of the
Queer Resource Center is not
only truly disgusting but also
a threat. Perhaps a solution
exists in stopping the generalizations and getting to know
individuals. I thought this
went without saying, but not
all people of one race are the
same, not all people of one gender are the same and not all
people of one sexual orienta tion are the same.
We don't all have to be best
friends, but we do all have to
accept each other.
-ADP

Correction:

The Trinity Tripod

In the Sept. 13 issue, an Arts article referring to Fraulein Maria incorrectly stated the dance performance as an upcoming June 2012 production. Fraulein Maria
was, in fact, performed in the Summer of 2011.
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OPINIONS
The Trinity Tripod

Supernatural Obsessions, Societal Ills
BOMINA KIM '14
OPI IO S EDITOR

It has been more than a century since Bram Stoker published "Dracula," and yet the
thirst for vampire entertainment is wilder than ever. With
the publication of "Twilight" in
2005, a revival of the supernatural frenzy began. In fact, this
phenomenon is not only limited
to vampires, but marks a
peaked interest in other paranormal beings such as werewolves, zombies, mutants,
aliens, witches and the like.
Our society's obsession for the
supernatural marks a change
in our cultural identity which
reflects
a
technologically
advanced and thoroughly modern psyche.
Currently, "True Blood" is
still going strong, entering its
fifth season to-date , overwhelming swarms of fans still
wait for hours outside theaters
to watch the latest in the
Twilight Saga and more films
and shows are being produced
to fuel this craze. At first, I may
have
underestimated
the
extent of this obsession, but
now that the mania is still
thriving several years later, I
suspect that there is a revolution on our hands.
Historically speaking, it has
been shown that people venture to the fantasy world during tough times to escape the
hard-hitting realities of their

PRESTON MADDOCK '12

TRUEBLOOD
ERIC NOi?THMAN

FRIENDS
DON'T LET
FRIENDS
DRINK
FRIENDS.

COURTESY OF hnp://trubeverage.com/
Above is a glamorized photo of a sex-symboVvampire from HBO's hit show, "True Blood."

lives. During the Great
Depression in the 1930s, about
60 to 80 million Americans
went to the movies each week;
the statistics show that the
media is a fundamental element of society, and yet, it is
also a reflection of the society's
ills, troubles, triumphs and
identity at every stage.
The millions who frequented the cinema were not merely
seeking an escape, but also
identifying with the societal
issues of their time, perhaps
finding some solace in the universal recognition of their problems.
So assuming that one

dismiss claims that certain
time periods represent the
"Golden Age" as simply being
The phrase the "Golden Age overly nostalgic, it certainly
of Television" refers to the feels as though we might be in
1950s, the earliest days of a "Golden Age" of television
American television history, today.
when filmmakers such as
Many in the industry have
Rodger Serling and Alfred articulated this feeling and
Hitchcock
have dubbed the
made
hourtime period starting
As with many
long dramatic
in the late 90s as the
cultural trends, a
anthology
"New Golden Age of
movement too far in
series
that
Television."
This
one direction sparks
aired
on
reaction was caused
primetime TV.
not only by a dra movement in anothShows like
matic
shift in the
er, and since picking
"The Twilight
quality of TV proon reality TV has
Zone" defined
gramming, but also
become a low hangthe standard
by a change in telenarrative forvision culture withing fruit it is better
mat:
every
in the entertainto think instead
episode would
ment industry. In
about its role in
start with a
many ways, howevvitalizing a long
new set of
er,
this
change
characters
seems
to
represents
dormant tradition.
and tell a new
not the beginning of
story with a beginning, middle a new age, but rather a return
and end. It was more of an art to traditions from television
form- story telling was at the history - a TV renaissance.
heart of television standards.
From the 1960s into the
Talented writers and actors 1990s, TV shows became
like Robert Redford and Martin increasingly serialized, with
Sheen worked on TV shows to casts of stock characters who
bolster their careers in the film exist in a self-contained enviindustry.
ronment.
Viewers
were
While it is always easy to engaged because of the characCONTRIBUTI G WRITER

East would be integral to the
next era of geopolitics.
Consequently, he was uniqueCurrently, the attention of ly positioned to report and
the international community analyze from the region with
largely centers on the Middle more authority than many of
East. Since the birth of civi- his colleagues.
lizations in the Crescent
The question of where
Valley, the region has held Engel would decide to live if
unparalleled historical and he was 15 years younger and
cultural importance. The starting his journalism career
Arab-Israeli conflict, the wars today is an interesting hypoin Iraq and Afghanistan and thetical with far reaching conmost recently the uprisings of sequences for the future of
the Arab Spring
global politics.
The Arab-Israeli
express
the
The
Arab
ongoing signifiworld has domiconflict, the wars in
cance of the
nated headlines
Iraq and
Middle East in
and
attracted
Afghanistan and
geopolitics .
the
bulk
of
most recently the
These flashAmerica's diplopoints of turmatic attention
uprisings of the
moil have fosin
the 2000s. It
Arab Spring express
tered a wave of
has a umque
the ongoing signifischolars
and
position as the
cance
of the Middle
journalists to
literal center of
study and travthe world and
East in geopolitics.
el throughout
the
heart of the
These flashpoints of
the region in
natural resource
turmoil have fosorder to better
struggle for oil
tered a wave of
understand its
and gas endowdynamics .
ments.
scholars and jourBooks
like
The prolifera nalists to study and
Thomas Ricks's
ti on
of
travel throughout
Wahhabist·spon"Fiasco"
and
the region in order
"The Gamble, "
sored terrorism,
and the stirring
and
political
to better understand
documentary
issues
like
the
its dynamics.
"Restrepo" are
Arab Spring, the
examples of distinguished Arab- Israeli conflict and the
works born out of the recent Iranian nuclear program highhostilities throughout the light its recent historical
Middle East.
import. If history can be
One of the most astute counted on to impart one conMiddle Eastern correspon - sistent lesson, however, it is
dents from the mainstream that this focus is often tranmedia is Richard Engel, NBC sient and will likely be fixated
News' intrepid chief foreign on another region in the next
correspondent. With an abun- 15 years.
dance of courage and a preConsidering this, if I were
scient worldview, Engel moved a young journalist seeking to
to Cairo in 1996 and emulate Engel's path, I would
immersed himself in Arabic choose Indonesia as my destilanguage and culture. He
believed, correctly, that an
see INDONESIA page 5
understanding of the Middle
OPI IONS EDITOR

accepts the media as an appropriate mirror for social identity,
what does this modern obsession with the supernatural say
about our society? Here's the
message that I'm getting: it's
just not enough to be human
anymore.
The only thing that could
rival our obsession with the
supernatural is our obsession
with technology. Our era would
best be defined as the technological one in which the great
powers of the world are racing
to invent the next best electron-

see SUPERNATURAL page 4

The Sopranos: A Television Renaissance?
EVAN STANTON REEVES '12

Indonesia: The Future
Focus of Global Politics

ters, and not because of the
mostly regurgitated storylines.
This trend manifested itself
fully with the reality TV craze
- where people tune in simply
to watch real characters interact in unusual situations.
There is almost no story to be
found outside of blatantly
manipulated plot lines. As with
many cultural trends, a movement too far in one direction
sparks movement in another,
and since picking on reality TV
has become a low hanging fruit
it is better to think instead
about its role in vitalizing a
long dormant tradition.
While there are usually
many contributors to the formation of trends in art and culture, there can be a few defining examples. Television in particular has one show that
seems to most embody the
characteristics of this "renaissance," "The Sopranos." A lot
can be written about the show
and it has inspired much academic writing, but generally
speaking it represented the
first move towards less contained television content. This
free-moving content is gained

see THE page 4

COURTESY OF hrrp://www.trekearth.com
Pictured is the Jakarta skyline located in Indonesia, a promising new center of global politics
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The Sopranos: A TV Show Renaissance? Supernatural Opsess~on:
Dangerously Reflective
continued from page 3

more successful film actors
have turned to TV as a step for
primarily from a new focus on ward in their careers and more
story.
up-and-coming actors appear in
While the 1950s dramas films because of TV-show fame.
share a similar focus on story, It also seems like the same
the format of an anthology number of bad movies come out
series may be the reason they each year as bad TV shows.
did not survive the generations. Although finding the relationStarting every episode with a ship between film and TV is not
blank slate meant that while an exact science, looking at the
stories could go
"The Sopranos"
anywhere,
their
certainly helps
It was the first
limited character
frame
the con·
show that made
development made
versation.
almost everyone
it difficult to relate
On a superfr
who watched it
emotionally. "The
cial level, it is
Sopranos" can be
readily apparent
say: "I didn't know
labeled as "defin·
that
the creators
a T V show could
ing,"
simply
used casting to
be this good."
because the show
instill a certain
While its tradition
reached untapped
movie quality in
potential unique to
the
show.
is carried on closethe drama·series
Twenty-seven
ly by other shows,
form - allowing
actors on "The
many of which are
not only expanded
Sopranos" were
still on HBO, it is
character develop·
in "Goodfellas,"
ment but also the
eight were in
hard not to feel
chance for actors to
"Mickey
Blue
that "The
better inhabit their
Eyes," and one
Sopranos" started
characters
and
was
rn
the
it all.
build a personal
"Godfather II."
connection to view·
The
strategy
ers.
seems obvious - create an
The TV renaissance, caused "Italian-gangster" feel by only
by replacing the story at the hiring actors who have been in
heart of the series, then "Italian-gangster" movies becomes an interesting exam· but it had never been done to
ple of how form can enhance the same extent before.
content. In a television age Through directly using film to
where new shows with differ enhance the content of a drama
ent forms come out every year, series, "The Sopranos" lead the
"The Sopranos" succeeded by way for other shows to expand
going the other direction.
the relationship between the
The other part of the renais· industries.
sance is that in both golden
Television content is moving
eras of the 1950s and today, the in different directions, but still
television and film industries much of it continues to use
are similarly esteemed. TV story-based series in interest·
shows are no longer where act· ing ways. In the end, what sep·
ing careers go to die . In fact, arated "The Sopranos" from

other shows in this TV renais·
sance era was more than just
its focus on story and melding
with the film industry. It was
the first show that made
almost everyone who watched
it say: "I didn't know a TV show
could be this good." While its
tradition is carried on closely
by other shows, many of which
are still on HBO, it is hard not
to feel that "The Sopranos"
started it all.
The
first
episode
of
Boardwalk Empire cost almost
$20 million to make, was
directed by Martin Scorsese,
lead by Steve Buscemi a n d
written by Terence Winter wh o
wrote arguably t h e best
"Sopranos" episode of all time
- "Pine Barrens," which Steve
Buscemi, wh o also h ad a recur
ring role on the show, directed.
Even
though
Boardwalk
Empire is doing well - having
recently won an Emmy - it is
hard to see anything novel
about it. It's as if they're mak·
ing "The Sopranos: the Sequel."
The role of story and the use of
film influence is the same, if
not more overdone. "The
Sopranos" set the bar high, and
by doing so, made people see
new potential in decade-old
trends in television.
Although it is probably still
too early to be getting nostal·
gic, it's safe to say that people
will remember "The Sopranos"
better than almost any other
drama series of this generation.
Since TV shows have to create
their own viewership, a show
that is wildly successful in an
original way automatically
causes a dramatic shift in con·
tent throughout the industry
and that shift carries with it
lasting power.

mately a fear of comparison. As
with any society, perception is
ic device to sweep the globe. It king, and thus, we have a hit on
would make sense that the two our hands.
Vampires have become iconare related. And neither one
encourages the focus on our ic in popular culture with all
defects, mistakes and general their attractive enhancements
humanity, but rather the and alluring aura of danger,
impossibly unattainable state which is a slight but effective
change from the past, mainly
of perfection.
If I were to expand on a tan- due to societal perception of
gent, these fixations could also certain qualities. Modern vam·
correlate to the disturbing aca· pires, werewolves and whatnot
demic statistics of our genera· are all about the improvement
tion. There is a significant rise of the human species- they
in children enrolling in SAT are human 2.0 with all the
school as early as six, parents relatable emotions and inward
pushing extracurriculars on turmoils of people, but with the
kids the way Chinese restau· abilities of the supernatural.
rants shove menus under my They are a metaphor for the
door, and the ever-increasing unhealthy attitude modern
illicit use of concentration society holds about the necessi·
drugs starting during middle ty of perfection.
Perhaps the notion wa
school. Furthermore, research
shows that in the past 50 years, always there, but it ha
the rates of cheating in high reached an intensity that i
school and college has risen to hurting us more than it ca
all·time highs, and as high as benefit us as a whole. It seem
an 80 percent majority of the that though improvement is
top students have affirmed laudable objective, the length
cheating to maintain their at which we are pressured tog
to these days is overkill- quit
grades.
In this type of intensely literally. The suicide rates
ambitious and competitive reports of debilitating and con
atmosphere , the message is stant stress from students an
that to be human and imperfect the early signs of unhealth
is wrong, shameful, or even attitudes in kids are the start o
lazy. So it makes complete a dangerous road we're headin
sense that we are all fascinated down. As with all things, it'
by vampires who are incredibly extremely important to estab
beautiful,
intelligent
and lish and enforce boundaries
admired without struggling push yourself to the max, bu
with any of it. Supernatural know your limits, a commo
beings have become the ulti- adage, but vital nonetheless.
I think we need to step bac
mate fantasy for our genera·
tion, because they are pretty and rediscover that it is huma
much everything we wish we to make mistakes, smart t
learn from them and realistic t
could be, which is not human.
Back in the day, supernatu· know that they are normal an
ral
beings
such
as will happen again. In my book
Frankenstein and Dracula adaptation is more impressiv
were outcasts, less than human than being born with a s ·
and regarded in disgust. The such as mind-reading. Whil
trend now among writers and it's fun entertainment to los
directors is to upgrade and yourself in the glamorous fan
reinvent them so that the fear tasy of supernatural beings, it'
of contamination, of interac· important to distinguish th
tion, and of association is subtle implications that ca
turned into a reverent fear of damage the human psyche.
the elite, the powerful and ulticontinued from page 3
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Experts agree pressured kids will feel exh austion, sense of inadequacy, and cyn icism about schoo
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Indonesia: the Future of Global Politics
continued from page 3
nation for immersion. Like the
Middle East in the 1990s,
present-day Indonesia stands
to command global attention
due to its strategic relevance
to the world's economic vitality, security strategy and political makeup .
Economically, Indonesia is
positioned directly within the
sea -lanes of a majority of the
world's ocean-faring commerce , such as the Strait of
Malacca. This suggests that as
Asia continues to expand as a
market for both imports and
exports, Indonesia will stand
to benefit from this proximity.
Its geographic placement at a
vulnerable choke point will
also allow it to take the mantle as a gatekeeper for the

world
financial
system.
Economists have now started
to
expand
the
Brazil/Russia/India/ China
(BRIC) emerging economy
moniker to feature an additional I for Indonesia (BRIIC).
Indonesia's geography also
places it within a critical zone
for international security in
the coming years, as the rise
of India and China are sure to
create waves in East Asia. As
those two vie with traditional
powers such as the U.S.,
Japan, and Russia for influence in the region, expect
Indonesia to play an increasingly important role as the
leader of Southeast Asia,
including increasingly developing economies such as
Vietnam, Thailand and the
already developed Singapore.

Finally, Indonesia's political significance will be the
most markedly increased in
the next 15 years. It is not
only an emerging leader in
Southeast Asia, but also possesses the most Muslim citizens of any nation.
The country is a developed
democracy that adroitly transitioned from an authoritarian
state under Suharto into a
vibrant and liberalized state.
Indonesia is therefore in a
unique position to facilitate
resolution of many of the conflicts we now face: religious ,
geographic, ethnic, political,
economic-the list goes on.
For these reasons, I would
have my eye on Jakarta and
the country's fledgling international importance in the
years to come.

The Trinity TriPOd
Needs ACartoonist!
Anyone capable of drawina
beyond the stick fiaure
level is welcome to aPPIY.

Contact:
GreaorY.Leitao@trincoll.edu
&

Allison.Pickens@trincoll.edu
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Please. Get creative! I
heard myself telling my
5-year-old daughter
never to lie to me the
other day, and I just
about choked on my
hypocrisy. But
she's a smart girl; intuitively she knows she
should focus on telling
better lies.
On what occasion do
you lie?
I hope there's a bit of
invention happening
whenever I'm moving my
mouth.
hat is y our greatest
e a r?
don't fear death; I fear
unning out of time.
hich historical figre do you most idenify with?
iogenes the Cynic.
rovocateur, philosopher,
man in a wooden tub.
hat is your greatest
xtravagance?
Sleep.
hat do you consider
he most overrated
irtue?
Honesty - to others - is
otally overrated. I do
hink it's
elpful to be somewhat
onest with oneself. But
ho wants to hear it
rom anyone else? Come
n. If you're my friend,
my lover or my elected
epresentative (and I
ount my wife as all
hree), look deep
·nto my eyes and tell me
a really wonderful lie.

W hat is y our current
state of mind?
Edgy. I'm procrastinating by writing this. And
you, dear reader, are
procrastinating by reading it. Stop! Go do what
you know you're
supposed to be doing.
Which words or
phrases do you most
overuse?
IS. WAS. AM. All flavors of the verb "to be"
are overused; we really
have no idea what it
means, "to be." It's just a
linking verb that we pass
over. But TO BE is a flavorful action verb that
must be reclaimed and
freed from drudgery, by
force of will.
What is your greatest
regret?
Once, in high school, I
trash-talked a nice girl,
thinking I was elevating
my own Cool. The specific awful thing is irrelevant now. But she was

standing right behind
me, and I didn't know it.
She gasped and ran from
the room crying; she was
so hurt. I've never forgotten how stupid and
ugly I was that day. And
I regret to say, that idiot
never really goes away.
You can train him, dress
him up, but inside, Mr.
Hyde fearfully limps
along, cursing the sun
and everything under it.
Some people say that
children have to learn to
hate. No. I'm sorry.
That isn't so. I have
kids, and I can tell you, I
have to teach them not to
gouge each others eyes
out, not to choke each
other to death when
they're frustrated. Love,
real love, is learned and
practiced. It's not something you're born into or
fall into. I regret to say
that the Trinity students
who poop on doorsteps
and write or shout epithets are only a heartbeat away from the rest
of us who have learned to
keep the beast chained. I
think we'll all have an
easier time coming to
terms with the beastly
behavior of others if we
start admitting that
we're all quite primitive
on one level, and we all
have to find ways to discipline those instincts. I
do think the only way for
the students who are
doing these things to
learn to behave better is
to bring their names to
light. Let them learn
regret first. Later they
will work on loving.

Wh a t is the tr a it you
m ost dep l ore in y ourself?
My daughters tell me it's
painful to kiss me, my
beard is so scratchy.
And yet knowing this, I
still do not shave.
What is the trait you
most deplore in other
people?
Usually, I condemn in
others the faults I
haven't yet recognized in
myself.
What d o y ou cons i der
y our g r eatest
a ch i e vem e nt?
My achievements to date
are all ephemera. I'm a
character actor, a noname veteran of the
garage theater and the
disposable independent
cinema. Once, playing a
diseased beast in an
Artaud play in a New
York warehouse, I came
out and did my monologue, writhing and
scratching myself wearing nothing but a loincloth and mud. There
were six people in the
audience, and one of
them leaned into the
aisle and vomited. I'm
still proud to imagine I
affected him so viscerally! But it's no great
achievement. Now that
I'm making films, I hope
I'll cut a more permanent
mark on the cave wall.
What do you regard
as the lowest depth
of misery?
Delusion- being lost and
unknown to oneself.

Wh a t is the quality
y ou mo st like in a
man?
What I like most in a
man is his sense of
humor, if he has one, an
his integrity, in any case.
What is the quality
you most like in a
woman?
The greatest people I've
known are women. I
admire how they can
know more, accomplish
more, organize more, loo
better, smell better, live
longer, eat better, make
more money- and yet
never make me feel like
hell for it. What is that
quality? Generosity?
Deception? When this
quality is present, it's so
seamless I can't even
name it.
What do you most
value in your
friends?
Friendship.
Who are your favorit
writers?
Screen: Paul Schrader.
Stage: Euripedes.
Nonfiction: Studs Terkel
Philosophy: Kant (not
for his writing, but for
his thinking).
Which living person
do you most admire?
James Schamus.
What is your motto?
Aliquando et insanire
iucundum est.
-Seneca the younger.
[Translation:] It is sometimes pleasant even to
act like a madman.

NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Study Abroad Programs Offer Numerous Options for Students
MATT MAINULI '13
EWSEDITOR

On Wednesday, Sept. 15 the
Office
of
International
Programs (OIP) held the first of
11 information sessions for stu·
dents interested in studying
abroad. The office, located at 66
Vernon St., will send a new
class of students overseas this
year, as many juniors prepare
for a semester in a foreign country.
The requirements to study
abroad include a GPA of at least
2.5, fulfillment of the quantita·
tive literary requirement and
the declaration of a major.
There are programs available to
fit every student's academic
focus, including science and
math programs available for
those interested.

The seven Trinity sponsored
programs
are
Barcelona,
Buenos Aires, Cape Town,
Paris, Rome, Trinidad, Vienna,
and the La MaMa program in
New York City. There are many
other options available outside
of the Trinity programs, with
new programs available m
Shanghai,
China
and
Cambodia.
All forms of financial aid
travel with a Trinity student
during their time abroad, and
so scholarships and other forms
of financial assistance will not
be dropped.
It usually does not cost more
to study abroad. The only pro·
grams that cost more than full
tuition at Trinity are the hyper
competitive ones, such as
Oxford in England. However,
some programs are expensive

in terms of cost-of· living, like in
Paris or London where the dollar is not as strong.
Fall of junior year has
recently been the most popular
semester for Trinity students to
go abroad. However, the
College faces many challenges
when one semester is over
loaded with students in com·
parison with the other. In order
to set up housing, class scheduling and other logistical tasks
at Trinity, the OIP asks that
students be flexible with what
semester they choose. Only five
years ago the spring semester
was overwhelmingly popular.
Now it seems as if this trend
has reversed.
Trinity students are generally able to study abroad from
second semester sophomore
year to first semester senior

Trini ty stude nt John Michae l Maso n ' 12 looks out at a circle of ruins in Ro me this summ er.

year. Some programs have
restrictions for class year and
semester.
For those involved with
campus activities, summer
study abroad options are available. Programs in China and
Rome have become popular in
recent years and the OIP is
encouraging more students to
sign up. This is ideal for students essential to the functioning of a club, activity, A
Cappella group or sports team.
The summer programs include
China, Italy, Israel, Spain ,
Uruguay and Cambodia this
upcoming summer.
The most popular study
abroad programs at Trinity are
the "Trinity m Paris" and
"Trinity in Rome" programs.
This semester, Denmark and
Australia were especially popu·

lar. The deadline to request to
study abroad for next year is
December 2. A new online application is available to ease the
process for students.
There are also options to
play sports abroad. Students in
Rome can play American foot·
ball on the University team if
they so choose. Other campus·
es, such as Trinidad offer club
sports.
The Study Away Fair will be
from 4:00 p.m. to TOO p.m. on
Wednesday, Oct. 12 m the
Washington Room, upstairs in
Mather Hall. There will be stu·
dents, professors and representative from the foreign campus·
es to answer questions.
The OIP would like to
announce that Brandon Lussier
is the new assistant director
this year.

A street market in Paris lined with an eclectic mix of baskets, clocks, cages, and other vari ous trinkets.

Robert Benjamin '71 Speaks About Experience on Wall Street
JAMES THALER '13
CO TRIBUTING WRITER

Last Wednesday, Sept. 14,
students gathered in Mather
to hear a career services pres·
entation by JP Morgan's
Robert Benjamin '71. The talk,
entitled Power Prep, was
organized by Career Services
and geared towards preparing
students for job interviews as
well as a career. Benjamin's
main message was for the stu·
dents to "out prepare" the com·
petition.
''You have to really work,"
said Benjamin. "You're not
struck by the employment
fairy with job of your dreams .
You have to go get it. Nobody
cares that you went to Trinity.
It helps, but a lot of other pea·
ple went to good schools too.
You have to catch somebody's
attention."
The evening began with a
PowerPoint presentation tout·
ing the importance of being
honest, polite and focused on
what matters. Benjamin urged
the students to be confident in
themselves and attentive to
character. ''You can have all
the stuff on the outside - the

assets," said Benjamin, "but it
doesn't empower you. The
power comes from the insideunderstanding, practicing and
knowing about the industry
and the company." Throughout
the event Benjamin spoke to
students about the importance
of managing their reputation,
at one point advising students
that "if you tell the truth,
you'll never have to worry
about what you said."
The goal of the evening,
said Benjamin, was to "help
people figure out what their
passion is, to get rid of some of
the mental things that hold
them back, and how to prep for
an interview," adding, "You
have to discover your passion
and be prepared to live it."
Following his presentation,
Benjamin conducted mock
interviews with students from
the audience. "I interview
intensely," said Benjamin, "but
I am very fair. We would critique the interview afterward
about whether people were
nervous, how they could have
answered or asked a question
better."
The students in attendance
said they came away from the

event both impressed and
grateful for the opportunity.
"It was the most productive
career services event I've yet
attended," said Anne Reeder
'12. "There were only about
eight of us so it was pretty
intimate and very interactive.
He grilled all of us about what
we wanted to do in finance and
really pushed us into areas of
our knowledge that we weren't
comfortable with - which is
great experience to get under
your belt in preparing for
interviews."
Benjamin's ·Wall Street
career began with Gus Levy in
a fortuitous meeting with the
legendary senior partner at
Goldman Sachs. As Benjamin
tells it, "I got an introduction
to Gus Levy, and one of my
Trinity classmates told me
that Mr. Levy had given an
interview m the November
1973 issue of Institutional
Investors. I went to the New
York City Public Library and
read it, and one of the things
he said was that the problem
with young people was that
they were indecisive . I went
into his office expecting this
big mahogany office, and he

had a small office just off the
trading floor with a sliding
glass door. He had a picture of
himself in his office with every
important person in America:
Nelson Rockefeller, the presi·
dent, and the Pope. He said to
me, 'I see you have a degree in
religion, we could use some
religion around here ,' and then
asked what I wanted to do. I
said to him, 'Well Mr. Levy, at
first I thought I wanted to be
in corporate finance , but I
want to sell. He then brought
me to the guy in charge of high
net worth sales, who beat me
up, and said come back when
you know more. So I went back
four times and got the job ."
Professionally, it was at
Morgan
Stanley
where
Benjamin said he learned the
most. "I was there for 15 years
and had a very exacting boss.
It was because of him I
learned as much as I did. I
would be working on some·
thing and prepare myself as
best as I could and find the
answer to every conceivable
question, and then I'd go to
him, and he would ask a ques·
tion I never thought of. He
used to make me crazy, but

because of him and my experi·
ences at Trinity as a religion
student, it really taught me to
get under the paint to really
figure out what was going on,
and figure out what all the
important variables were."
Despite
his
success,
Benjamin was careful to note
that his life hasn't been a
"straight shot" and that while
growing up he held "quite a
few modest jobs", including
helping out at his father's fur·
niture s tore and "digging
holes" for the Philadelphia
Suburb Water Company. "The
important thing," he says, "is
to learn about the jobs you
prefer not to have."
Throughout his career
Benjamin has made a point of
giving back. Earlier in his
career while working at Bear
Stearns and Morgan Stanley,
Benjamin led recruiting and
training programs. It is a sim·
ilar desire to give back that led
him back to Trinity. "I got so
much out of my relationships
at Trinity and the wonderful
people I had the opportunity to
know that I wanted to give
back what so many people
gave me."
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Writing Center Opens to Students
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CAMPUS SAFETY

ANNE GARDNER '15
CONTJUB UTING WRITER

The Allan K. Smith Center
for Writing and Rhetoric opened
Sept. 19 to students from all
majors needing help writing and
proofreading papers.
Operating since 1911, the
center is located in the back of
the English building on 115
Vernon Street and is open for
students to work on assignments during the week with a
writing associate or teacher. The
Center works to coordinate the
interdisciplinary
minor
in
Writing, Rhetoric and Media
Arts. A variety of courses, support services and special programs exist to aid students
across campus. The Writing
Center also offers a program for
students wishing to work as
writing associates.
There are 40 students in the
program that dedicate their time
to one-on-one peer tutoring
helping students with all
aspects of essay writing, from
brainstorming ideas to revising
the finished product. Students
working as writing associates
are from a wide range of majors,
from English and Political
Science to Chemistry.
This program accepts about
15 new students each year. The
new additions to the program
learn effective ways to peer
tutor through the theory

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Pepper Sp r a y Permeates Elt on
On Wednesday Sept. 14 at 10:55 p.m., Elton
Hall residents notified Campus Safety after
coughing and experiencing watery eyes from a
strange odor. No students required medical
attention. The Hartford Fire Department investigated and concluded that the odor was caused
by pepper spray, discharged on the fourth floor
of the building. There are no su spects at this

time.
PHOTO COURTESY OF OMAR LITTLE '15

Student in Hall Basement Held at
Knifepoint

Musyoka Mbithi '15 and Writing Center Associate Michelle Deluse '12 at work.

learned in English 302 as well as
work with veteran associates.
Joe Duarte '15 expressed his
excitement for the Writing
Center to open. "As an incoming
student I was really relieved to
find out about the Writing
Center and the help it can provide me with on papers. My
essay writing has never been
very strong and I think that my
grades will improve with this
extra help. I enjoyed knowing
there were other students inter
ested in helping me with my
papers," he said.
Other resources also are
available through the writing
center, such as Internet links for

grammar tips and an online
tutorial explaining how to do
research on the web.
In addition to peer tutoring,
the writing associates are also in
charge of publishing the Writing
Center journal, 115 Vernon.
Submission to the journal is
open to all students. The theme
is interdisciplinary writing, so
submissions from all majors are
accepted and encouraged.
The Writing Center will be
open Monday through Thursday
1:30-4:30 p.m. and 6:30-9:30
p .m.
For
additional
questions/inquiries,
phone:
860/297-2468, email: writingcenter@trincoll.edu.

A female student in the basement of St.
Anthony's Hall on Saturday night at 2:30 a.m .
was trying to leave a party, when a male student approached her and tried to dance with
her against a wall. When she resisted, the suspect pulled out a knife and held it against her.
When she attempted to push him away, she
sustained a scrape on her stomach. The male
was described as being six feet tall, weighing
around 180 pounds, clean shaven, and possibly
left handed.

Incident at Queer Resource Center
On Friday, Sept. 16 the Queer Resource Center
found a deposit of feces on the stairs leading into
the building. Campus Safety is treating the incident as bias related, and is currently reviewing
video surveillance from Crescent Street to help
identify the culprit.

Cfrinity and Hartford Hosp. Team Up
tify patients and potential vol- tion and communication. ''You
unteers who are eligible for will build confidence in
participation
in
clinical approaching people, refine
For Trinity upperclassmen research studies conducted by your interviewing skills, and
looking to give themselves the the emergency department. learn to handle all types of
[patient]
situa upper hand in the strenuous The associates
medical school application then inform the
tions,"
stated
"You'll make
process, Hartford Hospital patients about
Villegas.
She further dis offers an opportunity. Leonela the study being
connections;
Villegas
of
Colchester, conducted and
played
the need for
you'll make
consent
patient interaction
Connecticut, a chemical engi- the
bonds"
neering major in the class of forms involved,
in a hospital set2012 at the University of to collect physiting with a story of
Connecticut,
is currently cal findings and
Leonela Villegas '12 a patient that was
spearheading the Student's patient medical
alone for two hours
Chemical Engineering and had to go to
Research Associate Program history, and to
Major, UCONN the
facilitate
at Hartford Hospital. The pro- help
bathroom.
gram is seeking research asso- the completion of
Therefore,
ciates: pre-professional college data in the studresearch associate performstudents who will volunteer·in ies. Ongoing research studies ance is often heavily continthe emergency department at conducted by the Student's gent on t h e use of people skills
a hospital and recruit patients Research Associate Program a n d the ability to effectively
at Hartford Hospital include a communicate with patients.
for clinical research.
The program is affiliated Tobacco Cessation Study, a Villegas added: "You'll make
with the National Alliance of Fall Prevention Study and a connections,
you'll
make
Patient bonds."
Research Associate Programs Psychiatric
The program is currently
(NARAP), a research associate Disposition Study.
The 'p rogram is an oppor- accepting applications for the
program that started at
Lincoln Medical Center in the tunity to gain experience with fall semester, which are due by
The
South Bronx and has since clinical research procedures Thursday, Sept . 22.
expanded to hospitals all and to contribute to numerous NARAP Program at Hartford
local and national research Hospital does not exclude stuacross the country.
Hartford Hospital is one of studies . It also poses the dents based on their college
the 15 charter member insti- opportunity to volunteer for GPA or MCAT score.
"It's not too complicated,
tutions of the NARAP, estab- the greater good of patients
lishing the Student's Research nationwide. Moreover, volun- it's a lot of fun, and there are
Chief
Research
Associate Program at Hartford teering as a research associate always
Hospital as an invaluable allows Trinity juniors and sen- Associates to help you out,"
opportunity for Trinity juniors iors to enroll in medical school Villegas summarized. "One of
and seniors planning to attend having built a lengthy profes- the most important factors of
sional network of physicians.
the program is that you will
m edical school.
Villegas e mphasized the r eceive a letter of r ecommenThe s pecific roles of a
research ass0ciate participat- fact t h at t h e program will da tion from [a practicing cliniing in t he program are to ide n - allow ample patient in terac- cia n]."

DAVID SIPPRELLE '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Gavel: SGA This Week

Messages From the

SGA
Elections are Tuesday, Sept. 20, online! So
vote for your representative!
2. The Budget Committee and Senate will be in
session starting the week of Sept. 26, all clubs
that would like to request money from Budget
Committee or EAC should email
SGAFinance@trincoll.edu. All new club
approvals will happen on Oct. 2 at the Sunday
Senate meeting, so all clubs must be approved
by OCL by then.
1.

Recap of Last Week:
The Saturday Shuttle was launched on
Saturday, Sept 10. Separate from the Campus
Safety shuttles, the Sat. Shuttle will go to West
Farms Mall and Blue Back Square from 1-8PM,
every hour on the hour. Pick-ups are the same
place as drop-offs. 8PM is pick-up only.
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Hartford Mayor Pedro Segarra Encourages Culture in City
continued from page 1

named Hartford Corporation
Council. In 2006, he became a
member of the Court of Common
Council, and in 2010, he was
elected as Council President. He
was sworn in as Mayor of
Hartford in June 2010 after his
predecessor, Eddie Perez, was
found guilty of corruption and
was subsequently forced to
resign, allowing Segarra to take
his place.
In Segarra's
talk,
he
approached the subject of
Hartford's poverty and economic
state with optimism. To help
improve the economic situation,
Segarra tries to create microinitiatives throughout different
communities to help spread
money and create jobs. He also is
supportive of new businesses and
helps to fund these start-ups.
One of the struggles that
Hartford faces is poverty.
Segarra helps the city combat
this by bringing arts and culture
into the city, such as promoting
and supporting the John E.
Rogers
African
American
Cultural Center.
"The John E. Rogers African
American Cultural Center [. . .]
will help to serve as a catalyst to
promote history, arts, and culture," he said. Segarra believes
parks and other cultural centers
will help to make Hartford a destination for the arts. Funding

places like Bushnell Park, the
Wadsworth Atheneum and the
HeartBeat Ensemble Theater
will all help to make people want
to live in Hartford, and attract
people to moving to the city.
As the insurance capital of
the world, Hartford looks to
insurance companies as a way of
creating jobs. Segarra spends
time meeting with the executives
and finding ways to create a
more beneficial relationship
between the companies and
Hartford. One of the reasons
insurance companies give for not
expanding their companies in
Hartford is the lack of qualified
people in the city. To solve the
problem of the lack of qualified
individuals, Segarra believed
that the government should be
looking at the root of the problem: primary education.
"There is so much energy that
needs to be harnessed because
there is so much potential [in the
youth]," said Segarra. Making
sure that kids can read by the
time they are in the third grade
can create a difference in their
opportunities later on in life.
Segarra believes that not only
should the government be looking at education to open doors for
the children, but focusing on the
youth is beneficial to the government as well. "I am inspired by
the thinking and ideas that is
new and that is young," said
Segarra.

Intercollegiate
Update
ComeH University

Haverford College

Over the past four years at
Cornell, the number of Chinese students enrolled at the University has
more than doubled to 835 students.
This increase is most likely the product of the quickly developing
Chinese economy and the subsequent ability of families to send their
children abroad.

Former president of Haverford
College Stephen G. Emerson resigned
this summer to pursue teaching.
oanne V. Creighton now leads as the
college's Interim President, and first
female president the Haverford has
had. Before coming to Haverford,
Creighton served as the president of
Mount Holyoke College for 14 years.

University of Connecticut

University of Pennsylvania

The University of Connecticut is
UPenn students were shocked
teaming up with UTC Power to build when on the first day of their Political
a fuel cell power plant. The power Science class, their professor failed to
plant, which will be built in Spring show up. After almost an hour, stu2012, will provide energy, heating and dents received an email informing
cooling to a select group of buildings them that their professor had died
on the campus. The power plant can over the summer and the class was no
function with the commercial power longer being offered. The school apo~
grid or independently.
ogized for the "oversight."

Dartmouth College

Fordham University

Former
Dartmouth
trustee
Stephen Smith was charged with
domestic battery in the presence of a
minor under 16 years old, which is a
felony that could lead to a three year
prison sentence. It's alleged that he
attempted to punch his wife who
dodged the blow before he kicked her
to the floor.

Filipino students at Fordham
University will have the opportunity
to meet Filipino president Benigno
Aquino III when he visits the school
on the first day of his trip to the
United States. He will be well
received by FUPAC, the Fordham
University
Philippine-American
Club.

COURTESY OF BRIANNA DIAZ
Students gather around Hartford Mayor Pedro Segarra after his talk on the first day of National Hispan ic Heritage Month.

Segarra also believes that it
is necessary to look at Hartford
in the eyes of the rest of
Connecticut. It is important to
ameliorate many aspects of
Hartford because of its role as
the state capital. "Hartford can
have a much better place as the
state capital," he said, "We could
have a better feel. Create an
environment to improve the city
to make the other 169 towns
proud of us."
While it seems like there are
many issues that need to be
resolved, Segarra was very opti-

mistic about the future. He
stressed that Hartford needs to
keep moving forward and that
individuals can help Hartford's
movement, just by making small
changes.
Segarra is hopeful that
Trinity's relationship with
Hartford can be mutually beneficial and the two can be partners
in moving forward. He hopes
that students will go farther than
the walls of the campus, ventur
ing downtown to take in the culture, and all the meanwhile,
helping Hartford move towards a

greater place.
President of Trinity's La Voz
Latina Juan Hernandez '13 also
believed that it was important
for Trinity students to get off
campus every now and then.
"Hartford is a beautiful city
with amazing cuisine and great
events taking place all of the
time but no one knows that
unless you actually take a walk
into the city on a Saturday after
noon," said Hernandez, "Trinity
students need to leave this bubble every now and then. Try
something new."

News In Brief - Libya Still Struggling for Peace

Weiner's Seat Goes to GOP

The fighting continues in Libya as
Gadhafi loyalists refuse to give in to
NATO forces m the former leaders
hometown of Sirte. Snipers slowed the
Anti-Gadhafi fighters on the ground,
but NATO planes successfully bombed
targets in the costal city last Friday.
Local officials remain optimistic that
all of Libya will soon be under antiGadhafi forces' control. However, the
fighting has not slowed as expected
after Gadhafi's resignation

Retired media executive Bob Turner
defeated Democratic state Assemblyman
David Weprin in the New York City
House race to fill the seat of resigned
Rep . Anthony Weiner. Turner, a
Republican, gained support from those
frustrated with the weak economy, scor
ing an upset victory m a heavily
Democratic district of Queens and
Brooklyn. After more that 80 percent of
precincts reported, Turner had 54 per
cent of the vote to Weprin's 46 percent.

Man Swims to Avoid Arrest

NASA Satellite Returns to Earth

A Connecticut man was arrested at
his mother's home on Saturday after he
jumped into the Connecticut River to
avoid arrest earlier this month. The 22year-old took off running when a police
officer on patrol approached him on
Sept. 4 around 3 a. m. The officer
chased the suspect into the Harbor
Park area, where he ran out onto a dock
and jumped into the river.

The NASA Upper Atmosphere
Research Satellite is expected to reenter
the atmosphere on Friday. The 13,000pound satellite should burn up upon
reentry, experts say. During its time in
space it measured chemical compounds
in the ozone layer, wind, temperature,
and energy input from the sun. The
satellite completed its mission in 2005
and has been orbiting earth ever since.

Obama Calls for New Taxes

DSK Expresses Regret on TV

President Barack Obama called for
$1.5 trillion in new taxes on Monday.
These taxes are aimed at upper income
taxpayers but would also reduce spending in Medicare and Medicaid. This
plan is in sharp contrast to the sentiments of Republican lawmakers, who
have fought against tax increases as a
way to reduce the national debt. This
decision has come with much criticism.

The former head of the International
Monetary Fund Dominique StraussKahn expressed his regret to a television audience of more than 13 million
for his actions with a New York City
hotel maid. Although all charges
against Strauss-Kahn were ultimately
dropped, the incident has ruined the
career of the man once thought to be a
presidential candidate.
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Campus Climate Meeting Addresses New Harrassment Policy
continued from page 1
the administration's response to this
situation.
This new policy, which starts on pg.
104 of the 2011-2012 handbook,
includes more information regarding
how convicted students will be penalized as well as how students can report
incidents to the school.
The overview of the handbook's
chapter on discrimination states that
anyone who is convicted of a crime, "on
or off campus, should expect that the
College will impose sanctions, up to and
including expulsion from the College."
It also states that Trinity will alert
the Hartford police when an incident is
classified as a "hate crime," a crime
which is punishable by Connecticut
state law.
The College can also expel the convicted from "all college property and/or
events pending the resolution of the
complaint." Furthermore, the new policy includes a list of whom the students
can contact if they want to report discrimination or harassment.
These changes do not constitute the
administration's final attempt to stop
discriminatory sentiments. In brainstorming new suggestions, the attendants of the forum discussed the origins
of racism on campus.
Candice L. Staples '12, who sat on
the informal panel at the event because
of the urban community stated, "People
see people of color here at Trinity as

outsiders." Staples also stated, "we're Wedeen expanded on Staples idea of
not a need-blind institution" which having students take "very structured
"contributes to the field of the college." classes" their first semester at Trinity.
Charley Wedeen '12 claimed the admin- Weeden added that the school should
istration deserves part of the blame.
provide some flexibility by giving stu Last year, the Umoja House, the dents four or five classes from which to
African culture house on campus was chose.
allegedly shut down
Another idea that was
by the administra presented was the inclution after someone
sion of a prompt about
from outside the "When you specifically limit witnessing discrimina house brought alco- certain communities, you are tion in the admissions
hol inside.
The
process. Nichola Clark '12
already saying these commuadministration
suggested the prompt
nities don't have certain
acted
as such
should ask "how would
because
cultural
you respond to the whiterights."
houses are prohibitboard situation?"
ed from containing
Greenberg stated
-Charley Weeden '12
alcoholic beverages.
that, after receiving presHowever,
the
sure from the Campus
administration fails,
Climate
Advisory
Weeden states, to
Committee, the admisshut down fraternities when they vio- sions office did ask applicants to write
late Trinity's drinking policies. "When an essay about the diversity they would
you specifically limit certain communi- bring to the campus. This essay, howevties, you are already saying these com- er, was cut from the application process
munities don't have rights." he said.
after one year. The idea of including a
After these events, students and fac- prompt about witnessing discriminaulty members started thinking of ideas tion was also presented to Admissions.
to help promote a more unified commuBy the end of the meeting many
nity. Paul E. Raether Distinguished ideas had been generated and voiced.
Professor of History Dr. Cheryl Associate Professor of Language and
Greenberg posed the question: "Should Culture Studies Johannes Evelein said
we require a course for you to take?" the meeting served as a "call for
Staples agreed with implementing the action," one which revealed "there is a
class, stating, "Global distribution resolve that action needs to be taken,
requirements can be met with classes but tqen what is that [action] , specifithat do not teach about culture." cally?"
'

The Campus Climate Advisory
Committee, which meets every other
Monday, at 4:10 pm in the Alumni
Lounge , and, according to Evelein,
always welcomes new members, will
discuss this open forum's proposal on
Monday, Sept. 26.
They will also work on promoting a
new initiative, under which students
would write the student integrity
guide, so as to allow, as Evelein said,
"students to articulate their own honor
code."

We all have

our own identi~

COURTESY OF MADEUNE BAUM ' l3

Students show support by taping flyers

to

windows.

Through the Grapevine: Dishing Dirt on Hollywood's Hottest
SERENA ELAVIA '14
STAFF WRITER

It seems that the first few weeks of
September have started off with babies
and break-ups. Clearly, many couples
are either looking to expand their fam ilies, or to bitterly tear their families
apart.
After many awaited years, Beyonce
Knowles announced at this year's MTV
Video Music Awards that she is pregnant. It was about time that those two
had a kid; one can only imagine how
much talent their kid will have. For
years, the press and paparazzi have
been attempting to push and circulate
rumors that Beyonce was pregnant, or
planning to get pregnant, with hus-

COURTESY OF thyblackman .com
The expecting power couple smiles for their fans

band Jay-Z. One can't blame the media
for being especially nosy about this
extremely private couple, who have
been together since 2002. There is a
certain alluring sense around Beyonce
and Jay-Z's relationship ; the press is
rarely able to take embarrassing photos of the couple, or learn any of their
secrets. As well, the couple never dis cusses their personal matters with the
press, and smartly did not sell any of
their wedding photos to the tabloids.
Maybe if all celebrities kept their
mouths shut and did not expose their
lives so much to the press, their marriages would last more than two years
and fewer people would call them
brainless twits. Let's not forget how
MTV's show "Newlyweds" tore Jessica
Simpson and Nick Lachey apart, portraying Jessica Simpson as the most
dimwitted woman in America. Beyonce
and Jay-Z have been successful mainly
because of their smart business ventures and incredible talent, but the two
have also kept their personal lives
strong by avoiding contact with the
press. Now, everyone's focus will be on
the delivery of Beyonce's baby, and if
any tabloid will be able to get a photo.
Also celebrating baby news is former Spice Girl Victoria Beckham and
soccer star David Beckham. The two
already have three boys (Cruz,
Brooklyn, and Romeo Beckham) and
are now blessed with a baby girl,
Harper Seven. Of course, being the
stick figure that she is, Victoria
Beckham is back to her practically 80
pound figure only a few weeks after the
birth. Frankly, I really don't know how
she does it. At eight months into her

pregnancy, she barely looked pregnant
and at the Royal Wedding, she balanced her burgeoning belly on five inch
heels. But this is Victoria Beckham we
are talking about, the superwoman of
fashion, and if she can wear pumps the
size of skyscrapers during her preg-.
nancy, more power to her. It's interesting to see V. Becks coddle and hold her
new daughter, as the press has always
portrayed the former singer as a non smiling, skinny (and for lack of a better word) b *tch. Even though she
defends herself in interviews saying
that she smiles constantly at home and
has emotions, it's still awkward to see
her being so affectionate in public. The
last thing I can say is that Miss Harper
Seven better be drop dead gorgeous
when she gets older, otherwise all hope
is lost for the rest of us .
The juiciest scandal of September
though has to be the break-up of superstar Jennifer Lopez and her good-fornothing husband Marc Anthony. After
a few years together and two kids, the
couple is splitting up, and going their
separate ways. My question is, hasn't
Jennifer Lopez learned after multiple
failed marriages, engagements and
relationships that she simply can't be
with anyone? All of her relationships
have failed miserably and somehow
she manages to move along to the next
guy seamlessly. It's easy though to see
why all of her relationships fall apart:
she has too much power for most men
to handle, and she likes to fling
around. Back in 2003, Ben Affleck said
that his relationship with Lopez was
affecting his work and too much for
him to handle.

In this current case with Marc,
Jennifer released an extremely successful album and was shooting a
movie all timed right around her
divorce , probably pushing Marc over
the edge. Let's be honest, not all men
can take being with a woman more
powerful than he is, unless his name
happens to be Paul Pelosi, also known
as Nancy Pelosi's husband. As always,
after each break-up , Jennifer manages
to find a new guy within a few days
and we're all sitting on the other side
of the aisle smelling something fishy.
Either all of h er ephemeral marriages
are publicity stunts, or she likes to
play around with other toys during her
relationships. A sure sign that a
spouse has a wandering eye in a marriage is how fast they find a new play
toy once the divorce papers are filed
and Jenny from the block always manages to pick up a new guy with ease.
After her marriage to some random
waiter dissolved, Jennifer ran straight
into Diddy's arms. Once her disastrous
engagement to Ben Affleck fell apart,
Jenny from the block slid right into
Marc Anthony's comforting embrace.
Now, immediately after her split from
Marc, rumors circulated that Jennifer
was cozying up with Bradley Cooper.
Simply put, if J. Lo can't tone down
her ways, or find a man strong enough
to be with her, she'll be going through
these boom and bust cycles for the rest
of her life.
Celebrity scandals have started the
fall off with a bang, and hopefully
they'll continue to be just as fabulicious through the winter. Let's see
what's in store for us this week.

-
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Barcelona: Abroad Tripoders Discuss Host Families, History
ALYSSA ROSENTHAL '13
i \ BR01\D CORRES PONDENT

Barcelona is amazing!! This city is so
different from the United States in so
many ways that have been so interest·ing to witness and experience. So far we
·have had many opportunities to explore
.the city and all its different neighborhoods, which are each unique in their
_own way, as well as a few cities and
_towns outside of Barcelona. Everything
has been very cool and exciting.
One of the most interesting things
.about my experience thus far is the location of my homestay. My family lives
right on the coast of the Mediterranean,
·and right in the heart of Barcelona's Old
Town. If I leave my apartment and walk
maybe 500 yards down the street, I
encounter a building constructed by the
Romans when they first settled here. If
I continue on a little further, I encounter
part of the castle where King Ferdinand
and Queen Isabella lived in the 15th
century, and I can walk up the stairs
·where Christopher Columbus presented
the goods he found in the New World to
the king and queen.
We have had the chance to visit
many his~orical sites in these first few
weeks, which is something that we
missed out on growing up and living in
the United States. Europeans are literally surrounded by ancient history, and
are thus reminded of it all the time.
For example, when we went on a
tour of Girona, which is another of the
largest cities in Catalunya, our tour
guide told us that they refer to everything B.C. as old, and everything since
then as new. This ideology is radically
different than the one we grew up with
as students in the United States; we
found history boring and removed

LYDIA KAY '13
r\BROAD CORRESPONDENT

After three weeks of being in
Barcelona, I am finally starting to feel a
little more at home in this amazing,
though slightly intimidating, city. We've
been on weekend trips, day trips, bike
tours and walking tours in an attempt to
learn as much Catalonian culture and
history as we can in the four months we
have here.
Though I feel like every time I step
outside I find out something new about
the city, the place where I find myself
learning the most is actually when I'm
home. A unique aspect of the Trinity-inBarcelona program is the "homestay"
that every student gets to do.
Halfway through the summer we got
an email informing us of who our homestay family was going to be, and in what
"barrio'', i.e. neighborhood, we would be
living in. I live with a woman named

COU RTESY OF ALYSSA ROSENTHAL ' 13

Tripoders Alyssa Rose nthal '13 and Lydi a Kay' l3 are enjoying everything Barcelona has to offer.

Ho Ho Ho!

Harry Potter vs. Voledemort:

Christmas Comes F.arly

Jarvis Edition

While AT was busy flitting
from one Vernon Street dorm to
another during the pre-fratting
hours of Saturday night, a certain
upperclassman
boy decided
December was just too long to
wait. Dressed head-to-toe as
Santa
Claus,
said
Christmas fanatic
~
ran into High Rise,
supposedly
to
find his elves. AT
can't help but wonder if this will
become a weekly occurence?

-

because it wasn't staring us in the face
as it is here .
But at the same time, the director of
my program told me that for Europeans
the history serves almost as a burden,
and that they might prefer to grow up in
the US and just read about it in a textbook. Regardless, the strong presence of
history is just one of the ways that
Barcelona differs so immensely from the
cities that I have visited in the US.
Another is the atmosphere and safety in
the city. Despite all of the warnings we
have received about pickpockets, after
only a week I felt safer walking around
Barcelona by myself than ever before.
I'm not sure why, as it is a completely new city where everyone speaks a different language and I could easily get
lost searching for my metro stop, but
something about the relaxed and easygoing attitude that the people exude
makes me feel like I belong, like everything is always going to be fine.

AT was making her way to
Vernon Place Thursday evening
when she stumbled across a 6'
cardboard cut out of everyone's
favorite boy wizard danging from
a Jarvis window. A concerned
female Potter fan screamed
":I"
"DON'T KILL HARRY
POTIER!" just sec~ onds before Mr.
Potter fell to the
ground. I guess
Voldemort won this time,

Rosa and her son, David, in their small
but comfortable apartment on the ninth
floor of a building that is so close to the
FC Barca stadium that I can see the back
of it from my bedroom window. There are
probably about 50 major differences
between dorm-life and homestay life, but
the one that I've found to be most appar
ent is the language.
Rosa does not speak any English, literally not one word, but she loves to talk,
tell me stories and ask me questions.
This has made for some really interesting
dinners together, where a lot of the time it
turns into a sort of guessing game
between me and her. I pull out words
from my relatively small Spanish vocabulary and use them to describe something
(usually with a lot of hand signals and
pointing) and we keep going until we get
to the "AHA'' moment where we both
know what we're talking about.
I've also used the phrase, "no entiendo" way more times that I want to admit,
but she never gets frustrated and genuinely loves to help me improve my
Spanish. It is through these dinners that
I have learned more about Catalonian
culture, language and history than I ever
would have if I'd lived in a dorm with five
other American students. Our dinners
have also been more helpful, as well as
fun and entertaining, than all five or so
years of Spanish classes that I've taken
through high school and at Trinity. There
are also no tests, homework, or presentations involved; instead, just a delicious,
authentic, home-cooked Spanish meal.
Though it's challenging at times,
I'm so grateful to have my own little
Spanish family to come home to for my
four months here it also doesn't hurt that
Rosa does my laundry, for free ... which is
something Trin has yet to do for me.
Adi6s!

Wattt to Write
for Features?

.f. .

Shortie Fire Burning on the

Saw something

Wrestling Floor

SCANDALOUS?!?

Three sophomore boys, in
an effort to cauterize a fellow
wrestlers wound, decided to
brand their injured friend with
the back of a fork. Why said
athletes chose a fork is beyond
AT's understanding. After "fixing" the wound, the other
wrestlers in attendance wanted
to stand in solidarity with their
fallen teammate. With paper
towels in their mouths, all
three were branded with the
same fork. Unfortunately for
these tough guys, their "cool"
fork bra nd ings are n ow infec ted. Don 't drink and brand,
kids.

TELL US ABOUT IT. AT
can't be everywhere at once, and
we need your judging gaze to help
us expose Trin students' most
embarrassing moments.
E-MAIL
aroundtrinity@gmail.com

Contact:

Et11ily Misencik
at
EtMily.Misencik@trincoll.edu

You know you love us. xoxo ...

l ! l • l ! l
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fop fen Reasons
frinity Loves fall

Dr. Trbwe.5t
Wr~ £ ~ d(;{}«f 6vy~
Dear Dr. Trincest,

1. Buying new neon leggings for
80's
2. Breaking the Barbour jacket
out of the closet
3. Pumpkin Spiced Lattes
4. Frye Boots
5. Raiding Forever 21 in search
of leftover summer wear for
Tropical
P• ·

Absence makes the heart grow
founder. Or does it? This semester, the love of my life decided
to go abroad, leaving me all alone
during late night. Now instead of
grinding up against the man of my
dreams in AD, I'm that girl standing alone in the corner. I don't
mind being left alone, having to
walk to Campus Pizza by myself
after the Ball closes, but there
is only so much a Trin girl can
take. Can I trust the Australian
hotties with my man? Will I ever
enjoy late night again?
Sincerely,
Wishing I was Down Under

Dear Down Under,
Although I sympathize with your
situation, it is nothing out of the
ordinary. Chances are the intoxicated Trinity community does not recognize your sad appearance in the
comer of some frat. I'm sure the
"man of your dreams" misses you,
avoiding each and every blonde
Australian beauty that crosses his
path. My advice to you is simple;
limit your Campus Pizza intake,
learn to skype and stop being that
sad, crying girl in the comer. You
might possibly even consider skipping out on late night all together
and skyping your boyfriend while
eating Campus Pizza. Hopefully he
brings you back a kangaroo!
Are you currently mending a broken
heart? Wondering how to spice up your
usual hookup? In desperate need of
some wonderful non-partial advice from
a trsuted sexpert and love genius? Be
sure to send all your questions to Dr.
Trincest at tripod@trincoll.edu

.6. Not doing work during Trinity

Days
7. Not going home during
Trinity Days

YES,
STOCKHOLM

8. Slutty Halloween Costumes
9. Having Pledges
10. Candy Corn back at The
Cave
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THE SWEDISH PROGRAM
STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY
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Freshman A Capella Concert in Hamlin Hall Draws Crowd
sin ging.
Then t h e swingy
"Some Kind of Wonderful"
Maggie Nolan '13, who is study- brou ght the house down with
ing in Washington, DC. Luckily the a udience clapping alon g,
the energy of the other mem- cheering and whistling.
bers as well as some alumni
The two co-ed a capella
was enough to kick the concert groups, t he Pipes and th e
off to a great start.
Dischords, closed the concert.
After a quick turnaround, The Pipes are the oldest group
another all-female group, the on campus, and have a lot of
Trinitones, performed dressed range and depth due to their coin classy black dresses. Th e ed members. Paying homage to
Trinitones are the oldest all- Trinity's country obsession,
female group, and have quite they sang Gloriana's "Wild at
an extensive repertoire. They Heart," which is sure to get
wowed the crowd with two orig- anyone dancing, and the ofteninal
songs:
the
soulful covered "Son of a Preacher
"Peppermint Twist," lamenting Man."
the shoddy selection of men onThe Dischords, a young, upcampus; and the "Walk of and-coming group, sang Jason
Shame," a clever play on the Mraz's "The Remedy" and a surmelody of Simon
prisingly creative
and Garfunkel's
a capella version
"Everyone was so
"Sound
of
of
Britney
excited, and every
Silence."
With
Spears's
elecgroup had a great
hilarious yet accu song
showing at auditions. tronic
rate lyrics such as
"Toxic." It's quite
Decisions were
"he seemed so
a feat performing
really hard."
cute ... in the baseall those elecment of Psi U,"
- Mac McCarthy '14 tronic shreds and
this was probably Assistant Director of the chords using just
the most enterthe mouth, and
Accidentals
taining song of
their rendition is
the evening.
always
enterShifting gears, the next per- taining. It was enhanced by a
formance was from The strong
solo
by
Anisha
Accidentals. They are the only Chakrabarti '14, who rounded
all-male group, and have quite off the end of the concert with
a prestigious reputation as both her soulful Britney lyrics.
talented and popular with the
While the Freshman A
ladies. They opened with a Capella concert is always a fun
classic "Good Ole A Capella," time to be had by all, it is dotted
which highlighted a large range with those audience members
of vocal skills beyond just who are so nervous about the
continued from page 1

auditions to follow that they
can barely enjoy th e music.
First-years are encouraged to
audition for as many groups as
they like, but upperclassmen
are welcome to try out as well.
As t he concert emptied out,
each a capella group gath ered
at their audition spot to hear
t he new h opefuls.
Megan
Darnley '15 ran all around campus after the concert, auditioning for the Quirks, the
Trinitones, and t h e Pipes.
"Everyone was really nice and
supportive. It wasn't nervewracking at all," said Darnley.
"They give you a different survey and ask some get-to-knowyou questions.
Then they
checked range and pitch-matching and you sang a solo."
Although Darnley may be in the
minority of non-nervous people,
she nailed her auditions with a
selection of "If I Die Young'' by
The Band Perry. Another popular audition song was "Rolling
in the Deep" and other Adele
tunes.
Callbacks and final selections were being held throughout this weekend, so cross your
fingers for all the new auditioners. "Everyone was so excited,
and every group had a great
showing at auditions. Decisions
were really hard." Assistant
Director of the Accidentals Mac
McCarthy said.
The next a capella concerts
are going to have a lot of new
talent and material, so be sure
to check them out!

A poster advertising auditions held after the Freshman Concert this past week.

DO YOU PLAY THE TROMBONE?
ONE MORE PERSON IS NEEDED TO
COMPLETE A 17 PERSON BAND
FOR A NEW MUSIC COURSE!
CONTACT: PATRICIA.KENNEDY@TRINCOLL.EDU IF INTERESTED !

Best Buddies Program Brings in Famous Comedian to Mather
continued from page 1
treated by other people. "I
realize that people are going
to stare so I want to give them
something to stare at," Blue
said. Blue describes his comedy as "spastic and engaging,"
and expresses that he performs in order to "make people aware of the fact that people with disabilities can make
an impact."
According to his website,
Blue is "possessed with an
undeniable likeability and
comedic timing that belies his
youthfulness; [he] continues
to break down stereotypes of
people with disabilities one
laugh at a time. His stand-up
routine is in a constant state
of evolution and his off-the cuff improvisational skills
guarantee that no two shows
are exactly alike."
Outside of comedy Blue is
also a sculptor and painter,
and is a soccer player who was
a part of the 2004 U.S .
Paralympic team.
The Best Buddies program
is a "nonprofit organization
dedicated to establishing a
global volunteer movement
that creates opportunities for
one-to-one friendships, integrated employment and lead-

ership development for people
with intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD),"
according to its website.
Founded
by
Anthony
Kennedy Shriver in 1989
while
a
student
at
Georgetown University, Best
Buddies has grown from one
small chapter to almost 1,500
middle school, high school
and college chapters worldwide .
The program not only operates in each of the 50 states,
but also in 50 countries
around the world. Best
Buddies has seven formal programs - Best Buddies Middle
Schools,
High
Schools,
Colleges, Citizens, e- Buddies,
Jobs, and Ambassadors which have very positive
impacts on nearly 700,000
individuals with and without
disabilities
worldwide .
Volunteers for the Best
Buddies program annually
contribute over $164 million,
at no cost to their communities.
As a result of their involvement with Best Buddies, people with IDD secure rewarding jobs, live on their own,
become inspirational leaders
and make lifelong friendships.
Trinity
College
Best

Buddies is a program "dedicated to improving the lives of
people with intellectual disabilities by providing one-onone companionship for people
with intellectual disabilities."
Those involved in Best
Buddies have two different
roles they can fill . First, there
are College Buddies, who provide one-on-one friendship
with a person with an intellectual
disability.
College
Buddies
attend
monthly
group events in addition to
calling their buddy weekly
and meeting their buddy
monthly.
The second option is to be
an Associate Buddy. Associate
Buddies do not have one-onone friendships with any individuals, but they do attend all
group events held every
month.
Even though Best Buddies
has done an incredible job at
expanding in a short period of
time, many areas of the country and world still are without
programs to help people with
IDD become a larger part of
mainstream society. To remedy this, Best Buddies is implementing a 2020 Initiative, in
which the organization continuing to grow domestically
and internationally.

CO URTESY O F www.es.TV.com
Blue takes a fresh and comedic approach to the promo tion o f colcrancc towards those with disabilities.

COURTESY OF www.gctrealdenver. com
Blue cracks a joke on the "Last Comic Standing," a comedy-oriented reali ty show th at he ultimately won.
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A Midnight in Paris with
Lights, Camera, Action: The
Film Studies Program is Here Owen Wilson (and Company)
KRISTINA SMITHY '14
ARTS EDITO R

Cinema has become an integral
part of todays society and that is why
Assistant Professor of English
Prakash Younger and Associate
Professor of Anthropology Beth Notar
co-led a new track for the English
major, Film and Literature.
Trinity offers many opportunities
for students to get involved in film
across campus. Cinestudio plays classic, foreign, and recent films allowing
students to see an expansive sampling
of movies. Last year students were
able to screen their own films, getting
an idea of how it would be to see their
own creations on the big screen.
Film studies was brought to Trinity
in the 1990s by former English professor Fred Pheil, the former director of
theater Arthur Feinsod and the former
chairman of the English Department
Ron Thomas. Within the last two
years, six undergraduates designed
their own major and focused in film

COURTESY OF

studies while 13 others minored in
film studies. Since 2008 two more production courses were added and
taught by visitng lecturers. The college
started offering a film studies minor in
2000. "The characters, motifs, scenes
and plots are all derived from literary
traditions. So any student who wishes
to understand film would also wish to
study narrative, myth, irony, dialogue,
theme and the characters and plots of
the works that are from literary histo·
ry. It was only natural that the Film
Studies program should be housed in
the English Department," English
Department Chair Professor Benedict
said.
This new track will not focus on
film production, however, it will
involve some production in its cou rse
work. The track will primarily focus on
the context of films and the role t h at
literature plays in its narative structure. It also includues a focus on culture . The requirement for this track is
11 courses with one senior project or
thesis.

trincoll.edu

COURTESY OF

trincoll.edu

T:'rofessors Prakash Younger and Beth Notar spea r head the Film Studies major co nce nt ratio n project.

... Jl:N1J 'I'JfIS YVTTX IN Jl'RTS
ART NEWS FROM THE WORLD AT LARGE
ALLISON PICKENS '12

Notorious Disney Star, best known for her show "Sonny with a
C hance,'' movie "Camp Rock" and recent stint in rehab fo r "emotional and phys ical problems,'' Demi Lovato is to release an album
Tuesday, Sept. 20. The album, entitled "Unbroken " is the star's first
after leaving rehab. Lovato credits the album in aiding her recovery.
The album's first released single "Skyscraper" is believed to be about
Lovato's post-rehab mindset.
"I'm hoping to provide inspiration for girls everywhere who are
going through the same issues I faced,'' Lovato wrote about her
album in her July 2011 Seventeen Maga zine column.
The album also includes collaborations with Missy Elliot and
Timbaland.

OVATO
Lovato credits Rihanna and Keri Hilson as her inspirations for her
u pcoming album.

MERED ITH MUNRO '15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Starring big names Owen Wilson
and Rachel McAdams, Woody Allen's
"Midnight in Paris" is a not-alwaysromantic comedy about a couple who
must re-examine their relationship
while vacationing in the 'City of
Lights.'
Successful screenwriter but struggling novelist Gil Pender (Wilson) and
his fiancee Inez (McAdams) take a trip
to Paris with her judgmental parents
in order to spend some quality time
and even do a little shopping for their
new home. Gil expresses his rapture
with the city at the outset of the film
and explains his frustration with his
decision not to move there as a young
man. Inez does not share his sentiments and doesn't understand Gil's
infatuation with Paris in the 1920s. As
time progresses, Gil and Inez begin to
show their true colors, only encouraged
by the surprise visit of Inez's "pedantic"
college crush and his wife. However,
Gil makes a shocking discovery while
taking a walk one night: upon accepting an invitation to join a group of partygoers in their taxi, he is able to move
through time back into his favorite era:
the 1920s. It is there that Gil meet s the
artists who provide such inspiration to
him such as Hemingway, Fitzgerald,
Picasso, Dali and more. Gil's adventures will change his perspective on
Paris, his novel, life and even love.
Other major celebs that grace the big

screen are Marion Cotillard, Adrien
Brody, Carla Bruni, Kathy Bates,
Michael Sheen, and more.
Though the film at first appears
generic, it has a deeper message that
ultimately presents itself. Audience
members find themselves rooting for
Gil, and sharing in his love for Paris in
the golden age of the Twenties. Rachel
McAdams plays her 'girl you love to
hate' role perfectly; her parents (Kurt
Fuller and Mimi Kennedy) provide
many comedic moments. "Midnight in
Paris" is a triumph of the underdog, as
Gil ultimately finds his purpose. This
film is a must-see!

COURTESY OF
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T he official poster for the film "Midnight in Paris."
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ARTT1cK1E: A sPoTuGHT oN ART1sTs wE LovE
Isa.be/le de Bo~e
( l'/'/{p-,Pt-eSed)

Isabelle de Borchgrave was born in Brussels, Belguim in 1946. She began her
drawing studies at 14 years old at the Centre des Arts Decoratifs and then continued at
the Academie Toya.I des Beaux-Alts. De
Borchgrave specialized in designing fabric,
but with a unique twist.
What really makes de Borchgrave
unique is her paper costumes. She designs
her fashions with paper dresses and the paints
on them. She has worked on four major collections: Pa.piers a la Mode," "Mariano
F01tuny," "I Medici," and "Ballet Russes."

•

COURT ESY OF adeenindesigngroup.com
"Pa.piers a la Mode" was a major
de Borchgrave smil es fo r the ca mera.
Isabelle
turning point in her career. The collection
included 30 life size outfits made out of
paper. It toured all throughout France, the United States and Asia. Her paper creations
range from elaborate head dresses that were eventually made into apparel worn by Marie
Ai1toinette and Princess Aimemarie ofBourbon-Panna.

In Feburary 2011 an installation entitled "Pulp Fiction: The Art of Isabelle de

Borchagrave" opened at the Legion Of
Honor Museum in San Francisco.

The Birth of the Viral World:
"Shut Up, Little Man" Arrives
ERICA BERTOLI '14
ARTS EDITOR

In the new documentary "Shut Up ,
Little Man: An Audio Misadventure,"
director Matthew Bate's reintroduces
the world to the biggest viral sensation
of the early 90s.
Described by
Movieline as "a funny, fascinating, and
bittersweet documentary," the film
depicts the covert audio recordings
taken by two mid-west punks Mitch
and Eddie living in San Francisco of
their combative next-door neighbors,
Peter Haskett and Raymond Huffman.
First recording their neighbor's fights
to leave as evidence for detectives
when killed by Peter and Raymond,
Mitch and Eddie soon instigated a
(slightly accidental) viral phenomenon. And, sure enough, soon Mitch
and Eddie began recording their
neighbors for sheer enjoyment (rather
than as a form of life insurance, should
Peter and Raymond direct their anger
towards Mitch and Eddie).
The documentary itself explores
the boundaries between technology
and privacy, and delves into both the

advantages and consequences of living
in a viral society.
Interestingly
enough, this incidence occurred in the
late 80s and early 90s; in other words,
before the advent of Facebook.
Consequently, the film portrays to the
viewer the making of a viral world
that has been subject to the privacy
woes of technology for over two
decades. The rants of Haskett and
Huffman, once made viral, went on to
amass a cult following, including the
production of CDs and comic strips.
The documentary is a culmination of
the mass media following that established itself around Haskett and
Huffman's brawls, rants (and on a
good day) regular fights.
Having opened theatrically in San
Francisco on Sept. 16, the documentary is currently expanding across the
country and will premiere in Hartford
Friday, Sept. 23 at the Real Art Ways
Cinema, located at 56 Arbor Street,
Hartford CT. Running until Sept.
29th, "Shut Up , Little Man" should
prove to be better entertainment than
late-night Long Walk creeping out of
the Jarvis windows.

-Kristina Smithy '14

COURTESY OF
e eys aVls.com
One of de Borchgrave's famous dress designs.

COURTESY OF i:hreadsmagazine.com
An other dress from de Borchgrave's collection.

COURTESY OF movie uzzers.com
Mitch and Eddie are pictured relaxing in their San Francisco apa rtment as yo ung punk-rock adults.

RECAPPING THE EMMYS
With Jane Lynch announced as the host for the evening, the 63rd Emmy
Awards were destined to provide a memorable evening for primetime TV viewers everywhere. Airing Sunday night Sept. 18, it soon became apparent that
(despite Lynch's jokes and the enthusiasm of the actors themselves), the 63rd
Emmy Awards were a relatively forgettable event. With that said, there were
memorable moments and many memorable outfit ensembles (such as Christina
Hendricks sparkling gown, or Sofia Vergara's mermaid-like dress). Memorable
moments, though relatively sparse and excluding Jane Lynch's hilarious comments, included Melissa McCarthy winning "Outstanding Comedy Actress" and
Kate Winslet's winning of "Actress, Miniseries or Movie" for her role in HBO's
"Mildred Pierce". We've outlined the winners below, just in case our fellow
Trinity students were too busy "doing homework" (cough cough) .
Drama Series: "Mad Men"
Actress, Drama Series: Julianna Margulies, "The Good Wife"
Actor, Drama Series: Kyle Chandler, "Friday Night Lights"
Comedy Series: "Modern Family"
Actor, Comedy Series: Jim Parsons, "The Big Bang Theory"
Actress, Comedy Series: Melissa McCarthy, "Mike & Molly"
Actress, Miniseries or Movie: Kate Winslet, "Mildred Pierce"
Actor, Miniseries or Movie: Barry Pepper, "The Kennedys"
Last but definitely not least, below we have showcased a few of our favorite
outfits from the glamerous evening (we couldn't help ourselves .. .)

FEELING ARTSY?

WRITE FOR THE ARTS SECTION!

WE WILL BUY YOU DINNER!
(AND DESSERT!)
CONTACT: ERICA BERTOLI OR KRISTINA SMITHY
ERICA. B ERTOLl@TRI NCOLL.EDU
KRISTINA.SMITHY@TRINCOLL.EDU
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heidiklum.aol.com

Julianne Hough, Lea Michele, and Heidi Klum strut on the red carpet before the 63 rd Emmy Awards.
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Field Hockey Wins Two Conference Contests to Open Season 3-1
continued from page 16

Capasso '13 scored the only
goal of the contest about 10
minutes into the second half.
Trinity dominated the first
half pretty decisively with a
11-2 edge in shots on goal, and
7-1 advantage in penalty corners;
both
goalkeepers
deserve credit for keeping it
close, as Trinity's Dinallo
notched five saves, and
Williams' Ariana Spiliotes
recorded eight.
The team kept their win -

ning spirit alive Sunday as
they dominated the visiting
Bates Bobcats to the tune of
six goals. From the first goal
scored by Sophie Doering '15
just 6:32 into the first half, it
was clear that Trinity was
controlling the pace of the
game. The ball was consistently down in the Bates
defep.sive end, which made for
a great game for the Bantams.
Doering scored her second
goal abou t halfway through
the first half, extending
Trinity's lead to 2-0 by half-

COURTESY OF MARCUS BULLEN '13
Midfielder Catherine Read '15 prepares to pass the ball in Sunday's game versus Bates.

time.
The second half was a continuation of Trinity's dominance, as Sword scored on a
perfectly executed penalty corner, and Capasso scored with
assists by Haley Thompson
'13 and Caroline Snite '12.
Finally, with 17:32 left in the
game, Bates scored their first
and only goal, wh ich Trinity's
Hadley Duncan '13 answered
just 32 seconds later. Th e
scoring was rounded out by a
penalty stroke awarded to
Trinity after th e time on t he
clock had r u n ou t: Sarah
Duncan '14 put it in with no
trouble.
The only tense moment in
Trinity's resou ndin g victory
came in the second h alf, when
Sword was hit by a Bates follow-through swing and was
escorted off the field by the
training staff.
According to Coach Anne
Parmenter, th ere were no broken bones: "Payson's tough.
I'm su re she would h ave wanted be back on th e fie ld today.
But as of now, we'll keep our
fingers crossed for h er to be
back playing on Saturday."

COURTESY OF MARCUS BULLEN '13
The Bantam defense limited the Bates Bobcats to one goal on Sunday en route to a 6-1 win.

Outside
the
injury,
Parmen ter was enthusiastic
about t he team's week, and
about getting t he season
rolling. She noted t hat the
team had some key players
graduate last year, but that she
was pleased with the way the
players have stepped up to fill
those gaps: "Every year your
goal is to match or surpass t he
recruiting class you had the
year before, and we've had a
string of great years in a row."

Parmenter also praised the
flexibility of this year's squ ad,
and looks forward to a successful season, even in the alwayscompetitive NESCAC, home to
fo ur of the top 20 Division III
field hockey programs. "We're
really executing right now," sh e
said, "It's made for some beautiful hockey."
Trinity will play Keene State
on Wednesday at home at 6:00
p.m, and at Connecticut College
Saturday at noon.

Captains Lead Cross Country Squads Best Start Ever For 6-0
Trinity College Volleyball
JULIE PESTA '12
SPO RTS WRITE R

With their season well
underway, the Trinity College
cross country teams are off to a
strong start. The men's and
women's teams began their
season with the annual Trinity
Invitational in Manchester,
Conn. on Saturday, Sept. 10.
Competing against eight
other teams, Trinity was led by
their captains to fourth place.
The men's captain, Dan Scully
'12, came in second overall and
co-captains Caitlin Mock '12
and Reagan Aylmer '12 came in
second and ninth place overall
for the women.
Although a shorter course
than what they usually run,
the hilly trek was a good way
to open the season. Their success continued this past weekend when the team traveled to
Bowdoin College for the
Bowdoin Invitational. This
was a very competitive race on
the same course that will be
used for regionals later this
season.

ANN WALLER CURTIS '12
SPOKfS E DITO R

..
CO URTESY O F Flickr use r Bantam Sporn
Co-capta ins Ca itlin Mock ' 12 and Reaga n Aylmer ' 12 lead the way fo r th e wo men's tea m.

Trinity came in sixth overall with Aylmer coming in first
for Trinity and twenty-third
overall. Trinity's success in
this race was significant and
indicates their potential for
the rest of the season.
Both men's and women's
squads are young teams with a
lot of potential, but will they be
able to reach it in such a short
season? The captains think so.

"It's still early in the sea son, but we're planning for success in the long term," stated
Aylmer. "We've started a lifting
program and been focusing on
longer runs so that our success
continues through the end of
the season."
Their next meet is at
Lehigh and hopefully their
training will allow them to
continue to improve.

Rewarding Week for Women's Soccer
continued from page 16

(NESCAC) play, the count
remained tied at 1-1. Twenty
minutes into the first half,
Bates executed their first
goal. The Bantams quickly
responded when Ley offered
Giberson the opportunity to
tie the score with just minutes left in the first half.
Strong defensive play and
talented goalkeeping from
both teams held the tied count
into the second half and
through
two
overtimes.
Pepper recorded significant
saves, refusing to allow the
Bobcats a prospect of chang-

ing the 1-all score. Howard,
Giberson and Ley each challenged Bates with competitive
shots on goal during overtime,
although their efforts were
met by the similarly unwavering focus of the Bates' goaltender.
The weekend was a long
but rewarding one for the
Trinity women's soccer team.
"It was strenuous playing two
games in two days," reveals
Shawna Altdorf '12, "but we
are happy with the effort we
put forth . It was great to
come away with a win and a
tie."
This past week has left the

Lady Bantams record standing at 3-0 -1, 1-0-1 in the
NESCAC. The Bantams will
take on Connecticut College
in New London, Conn. this
Saturday at 11 a.m .
Courtney DeVinney '12
used outside inspiration to
push through the challenging
schedule of this past week.
DeVinney explained, "That's
the thing about Trinity
women's soccer, it turns girls
into women and women into
champions."
For the Trinity College
women's soccer team, the
championship quest has only
just begun.

The Trinity College women's
volleyball team continued their
impressive early season run this
week. The Bantams won all
three of their matches, including
two against New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) opponents, to open
the season 6-0. With wins
against Middlebury College and
\ Amherst College over the weekend, the Bantams are off to their
best start in program history.
On Friday, Sept. 16, the
Bantams defeated Middlebury
3-1 in their first NESCAC action
of the season. Behind the strong
serving of co-captain Jen Low
'12 and Clara Zinman '14,
Trinity, who lost to Middlebury
3-0 in the NESCAC Tournament
last year, began conference play
on a high note.
The following day, the
Bantams blanked Amherst,
ranked No. 8 in New England, 30 to improve to 2-0 in the
NESCAC. The second set
against Amherst was particularly exciting and revealed the
resilience of this Bantam squad.
Trinity was down 3-7 early,
fought off a set point at 20-24
and eventually rallied to take
the set, 30-28.
Hannah Brickley '14 was
named NESCAC Volleyball CoPlayer of the Week following the
Bantams' 3-0 run in the
Brandeis University Tournament
the weekend of September 9-10.
Brickley recorded double-digit
kills in each of the three Trinity
wins.
"I believe this success has
come from our senior leadership,
our maturity as a team and our

great team chemistry," Brickley
said. "We may not have the
tallest team, the biggest blockers or the hardest hitters, but we
win games together as a team,
which is extremely important in
volleyball."
"We have done well so far,"
Brickley continued, "but of
course there is always room for
improvement and we will continue to work hard to correct
those mistakes and be the best
team we can be."
Each of the Bantams hard·
fought wins this fall has been
away from campus, either on
neutral ground in tournaments
or on the opposing team's court.
The Bantams will soon get a
chance to continue their impres·
sive play in front of the home
crowd. Trinity will host their
first game of the year on
Wednesday, Sept. 21 against
Western Connecticut State
University at TOO p.m.

COURTESY OF athletics.trincoll.edu
Clara Zinman '14 served well vs. Middlebury.
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Busy Week for Women's Soccer Ends With Tie Against Bates
SOPHIE GOODWIN '12
SPORTS WRITE R

It was an eventful week for
the Trinity College women's
soccer team. As Sunday afternoon came to a close, the Lady
Bantams celebrated two more
victories and a tied score to
maintain their undefeated
record.
"The fight and determina ·
tion that our team showed

these past three games leaves
us in high hopes for the rest of
the season," shared captain
Leigh Howard '12.
The team traveled to
Purchase, N.Y. on Wednesday
afternoon to take on the
Valiants of Manhattanville
College - claiming a 4·0 victo·
ry. Despite numerous shots
on goal, none of these efforts
materialized in the scoreless
first half.

COU RTESY OF MARCUS BULLEN 'l3
Leigh Howard ' l 2 looks to pass the baU to fellow capta in Jenny Ley' l 2 on Sunday vs. Bates.

However, by t h e n ine·
teenth second of the second
half, Howard set up Elisa
Dolan '15 with an assist,
allowing her to execute her
first career goal and ignite
unstoppable momentum for
the Lady Bantams. In the
fifty-first
minute ,
Katie
Giberson '12 capitalized on
another assist from Howard.
Just seven minutes later,
Howard recorded an unassist·
ed goal. Thanks to an assist
from midfielder Martha Dane
'13, Samantha Metcalf '15 eel·
ebrated her first career goal
as well, bringing the count to
4·0.
Impenetrable goalkeeping
responsibilities , shared by
Lily Pepper '12 and Midge
Daniels '14 (each recording
one save) held the Valiants to
a scoreless count.
Back on the home turf of
Campus Field Saturday afternoon, the Lady Bantams'
momentum refused to expire
as they prevailed over the
Red Dragons of Oneonta
State (1 ·0) ranked No. 16 in
the country. Until the final

COURTESY OF MARCUS BULLEN ' l 3
Shawn a Altdo rf ' l 2 takes a shot in Sunday's game aga in st Bates, whi ch end ed in a J.J tie.

moments, the game was
scoreless in a competition of
strong defensive lines. With
just three minutes remaining,
Giberson recorded her fourth
goal of the season after taking
advantage of a breakaway
presented by a header pass
from fellow forward Jenny
Ley '12. Evading the Oneonta
defense , Giberson sent a deep
shot over the goalkeeper's
head into the right corner of

the net.
With two saves, Pepper '12
enjoyed another shutout
game , not allowing any one of
the Red Dragons' nine shots
into the goal.
After double overtime in
Sunday's home game against
the Bates College Bobcats in
New England Small College
Athletic
Conference

see SOCCER on page 15

Trin. Field Hockey Wins Football Prepares for Season Opener
Both Weekend Games
HARRY HAWKINGS '14
SPORTS WRITER

KAYLA CHADWICK '12
SPORTS WRITER

The Trinity College field
hockey team came roaring out
of the gates this past week,
going 3· 1 to open their season.
They won their home opener
against Hamilton College by a
score of 2·1 last Saturday,
Sept. 10, then fell to Amherst
College on Tuesday (1 ·0),
before
beating
Williams
College on their home turf
Saturday (1 ·0), and wrapping
up the week at home with a
decisive 6·1 defeat of Bates
College this Sunday.
The Bantams were shut
out by the Amherst Lord Jeffs
on Tuesday, despite a com·
mendable performance by

goalkeeper Gina Dinallo '12,
who recorded six saves,
including
a
particularly
impressive diving stop in the
second half to keep the
Bantams within striking dis·
tance. If Dinallo was good,
unfortunately Amherst goal·
keeper Krista Zsitvay was just
a bit better, stopping a penal·
ty stroke attempt by Payson
Sword '12 with 17:58 remain·
ing on the clock, as well as a
flurry of shots from Trinity's
attacking line .
The Lady Bantams trav·
eled to Williams this Saturday
to take on the Ephs, but this
time the close score would end
in their favor.
Alanna

see HOCKEY on page 15

COURT ESY OF MA RCUS BU LLEN ' l 3
T he Bantam offense scored six goals in Sunday's dominant win over the visiting Bates Bobcats.

For the Trinity College foot·
ball team, constant excellence
has become the hallmark of a
program that expects a New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) champi·
onship each year.
After finishing 7·1 last sea·
son, which was good enough for
second place in the highly com·
petitive NESCAC, the Bantams
have high hopes for another fall
in Hartford, which head coach
Jeff Devanney thinks could end
with an 8·0 record and a
NESCAC title. "If we play every
game to the best of our ability,"
said Devanney, "we're good
enough to beat everybody we
play."
In the five years that
Devanney has been head coach,
the backbone of the team has
been the defense, which is consistently among the best in the
NESCAC and country. This sea·
son, with eight starters return·
ing from last year's dominant
unit, it seems as though the
Bantams will be able to control
the game on defense, a key com·
ponent of any potential champi·
onship team.
At the head of the defense is
senior captain and linebacker
Walter Fallas, who is a presea·
son second ·team All· American
and widely believed to be the
premier defensive player in the
NESCAC. Last year Fallas had
69 tackles, which led the league,
as well as two sacks and a forced
fumble. "Having a player like

Walter [. . .] makes it easier to Drusbosky and go with Ryan
sleep at night, that's what it Burgess '13, who had never
does," said Devanney. "Walter is made a start for Trinity before.
But Burgess was up to the
just such a tremendous football
player. In my eleven years of task, winning the Bantams' final
being here, you can't tell me four games and showing his
we've had a better player than coach that he could get the job
Walter Fallas. I think he's the done. "What he proved to me, is
best player in the NESCAC." It that he can play in a big game
certainly sounds like another [. . .] and be very composed and
difficult season for opposing accurate," said Devanney.
offenses is in line.
In addition to Burgess, who
On the other side of the ball, was the more "traditionaf' quar
a trio of sophomore running terback last season, the
backs will lead the Bantams on Bantams also have Hedley
the ground: Dante Astheimer, Jennings '14, who saw action in
Ben Crick, and Evan Bunker. wildcat and running situations
Bunker, a preseason honorable last season while under center.
mention All-American, was last
This year, Burgess and
year's breakout star for the Jennings will both have another
Bantams after he was thrust year under their belts, and
into the starting role following Devanney hopes that having two
injuries to both Crick and capable signal-callers will help
make the offense unpredictable
Astheimer.
This season, with both Crick for opposing defenses.
and Astheimer back to full
Following a scrimmage with
health, Devanney is excited Wesleyan University over the
about adding two great players weekend, Trinity will open
to an already excellent backfield. their regular season this
"We feel really good about all Saturday with a game at Colby
of those backs this year," said College.
Devanney. "What we'd like to do
On Saturday, Oct. 1,
this year is have them each Trinity will play their first
carry the ball 15 times instead of home game of the season. The
one having to carry it for 40 [. . .] Bantams will welcome the
that way the defense has no idea Williams College Ephs to the
who is getting the ball, and they artificial turf at Jessee/Miller
have no idea who to prepare for." Field with their 39·game
In addition, the Bantams home winning streak on the
will have some added stability line in a game that is sure to
at quarterback, a position that have NESCAC title implica·
was of some question last sea· tions.
son. During week five of the
The game will be preceded
2010 campaign, Devanney had by a tailgate, open to the
to make the tough decision to entire school, in the Hansen
bench
then·senior
Craig parking lot on Vernon Street.

